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Abstract

Due to the COVID-19 that has been spreading world-
wide since the end of 2019, the use of video calling
applications is increasing to prevent infection. What
is needed for video calls is the technology to exchange
video and audio in real time and securely. Therefore,
research and development of Messaging Layer Security
(MLS) [2] which is designed as secure layer for end-
to-end encrypting messages in many groups has been
more active. We analyze and discuss TreeKEM, the
core protocol of MLS, with respect to its ability to han-
dle concurrent group operations.
In this paper, we discuss concurrent and auxiliary

operations in TreeKEM. Concurrent group operations
are more likely to occur in video calls, where the move-
ment of devices in a group (joining, leaving, etc.) is
more active than in messaging. Hence, our study will
be useful for implement TreeKEM more efficiently and
securely.
Regarding the concurrent group operations of TreeKEM,

Bhargavan et al [1] have shown five dangerous patterns
in previous studies. In this paper, we discuss all pat-
terns including them and show three main things.
First, we show that the processing order of oper-

ations should be ADD → UPDATE → REMOV E.
Second, we show that Post-Compromise Security (PCS)
protection after concurrent updates is possible for two
devices with the same countermeasures as in previous
studies, but does not work well for three or more de-
vices, and then discuss countermeasures in those cases.
Third, we showed the exceptional patterns for cases
where auxiliary operations must be performed, or where
concurrent group operations are not possible at all. Ta-
ble 1 and the following enumaration outlines the prob-
lems and countermeasures for processing the concur-
rent execution of two devices. Those of three or more
devices can be handled by a combination of these, ex-
cept for (ii).
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Table 1: The order of concurrent group operations and
countermeasures to problems for two devices. ‘–’ means
that concurrent group operations cannot be performed
properly in this processing order.

before
after

ADD UPDATE REMOV E

ADD (i) (i) (i)(iv)
UPDATE – (ii) (ii)
REMOV E – – (ii)(iii)

(i) Newly added device can’t recognize other opera-
tions. Information needs to be complemented.

(ii) If a device is compromised, PCS can’t be guar-
anteed. Further update is required.

(iii) Devices need to be removed collectively due to
multiple factors, such as device compromise.

(iv) There are exceptional patterns where concurrent
group operations cannot be processed.
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